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This guide provides a brief overview of artificial
intelligence systems for system developers and
answers questions relevant to their role.

In game-playing, AI systems regularly outperform human
experts. Performance on image analysis is, to date, less clear cut.

INTRODUCTION
As artificial intelligence (AI) systems become

Typically, the problem space for the AI

more sophisticated, they can handle larger data

system involves either classifying images by

sets and discover novel patterns that human

discovering salient features or developing

analysts might not have either the experience

strategies for game-playing. Certainly, in

or knowledge to discover. A human analyst

game-playing, AI systems regularly outperform

might, throughout a lifetime, gain experience

human experts. Performance on image analysis

of a few hundred cases, while an AI system

is, to date, less clear cut.

could gain experience of many million cases
within a few hours.

A striking aspect of game-playing AI systems
is their ability to generate ‘moves’ (in the

Not only can the AI system have greater

game) that can be inexplicable to human

experience of a domain than a human, but

observers. The challenge for interpretable

it can also create more nuanced analyses of

(and explainable) AI lies in aligning the

that domain. However, it is important to note

understanding and expectations of human

that all of the application domains in which AI

observers/consumers of the output of the AI

systems are being proven involve well-defined

system to the performance of these systems.

problem spaces. These include game-playing
(board games such as Go and video games such
as Atari games) and image analysis.
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POST-HOC ANALYSIS OF AI SYSTEM
Post-hoc analysis of the AI system’s activity

changes the state of the game. By analogy,

can provide the basis for humans to infer its

one could imagine saliency maps (or similar)

strategy.

being used to illustrate state changes in other

For game-playing AI, a popular approach to
explanation involves the use of saliency maps
(see Figure 1 below) to illustrate the state of
the game before and after a move by the AI
system. These provide a visual representation
of the ways in which the AI system activity

domains. While these approaches are popular,
and users find them intuitive to interpret, they
create a problem of aligning the actual strategy
of the AI system with the inferences made by
humans. This could result in misconceptions
about how the AI system is behaving.

(a) Breakout:
learning what
features are
important

(b) Breakout:
learning a
tunneling stategy

(c) Pong: learning a
kill shot

(d) Space Invaders:
learning what
features are
important and how
to aim.

Figure 1. Saliency maps for Atari game play [Greydanus et al., 2018]
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QUESTIONS FROM SYSTEM
DEVELOPERS ANSWERED
HOW DO THE USERS OF VISUAL
FEEDBACK FROM AI SYSTEMS
MAKE SENSE OF THE INFORMATION
THIS CONTAINS?

HOW DO USERS OF AI SYSTEMS
CREATE EXPLANATORY MODELS
OR NARRATIVES TO HELP THEM
INTERPRET THE OUTPUT?

Local models can support interpretation. By

If it is possible, provide an overview or

extracting only those features that the AI is

dashboard of the salient features that the AI

using for its recommendation, it is possible to

system uses. An alternative approach (to the

highlight salient features for that model.

use of LIME and related approaches) might be

These approaches, such as Local Interpretable
Model-Agnostic Explanations (LIME), can allow
users to focus on specific features that are
important for the output. Presenting a subset
of features will not exceed the limited working
memory capacity of users (typically assumed
to be between five to nine features, or four to

to use adversarial neural networks to challenge
outcomes to discover a set of features that
discriminate models. Elaborating the dashboard
to create clusters of these features (see Figure
2, page 4) could be useful in identifying
patterns and trends.

allow the user to generate a narrative as to

HOW CAN YOU HELP USERS
RECOGNISE PATTERNS AND
TRENDS IN FEATURES USED BY AI
SYSTEMS?

why these (rather than other features) were

Where possible, allow analysts to work with

used. This points to one of the problems with

counterfactual or ‘what-if’ analysis to test the

this approach: people can be very good at

sensitivity of models to features. If possible,

generating post hoc rationalisation for any

indicate which rules are being met or breached

combination of features (particularly if the

for combinations of features. This could allow

rationalisation fits a preferred narrative that

– even without retraining data in response to

they have imagined before the analysis).

changes in situations – analysts to appreciate

six ‘chunks’ if the features can be clustered into
meaningful groups).
Further, presenting a subset of features can

This could mean that, rather than objectively
responding to the output of the AI system,
people could use this to confirm their own
biases and expectations. A further problem is
that generating local models can mean that the
output is not capable of being generalised to
either a global model or other local models.

how features interact or to predict what might
happen if some of the features are modified.
In this case, the aim is to not simply provide
an output but also to show what would
happen if one or more features changed. For
example, a bank loan might be refused by an
AI system; if the applicant was able to ask,
‘what if my outgoings were reduced by £x?’,
this counterfactual questioning could allow the
model to be evaluated.
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Screenshot of EVA (Event detection with Visual Analytics). (A.1, A.2) Temporal Views: a filler was applied in (A.2) to
the period from January 2014 until April 2014). (B) Score Construction View: each line represents a transaction and its
scores. (C) Amount vs Overall Score Scatterplot. (D.1, D.2) Ranks of accounts that received the highest amounts of money
from the selected account. (E) Accounts Selector: bars shows amount of transactions from each account. (F) Dynamic
Table of raw transaction data. In all views, elements that represents suspicious data are highlighted in red.

Figure 2. Event detection with visual analytics [Leite et al., 2017]

READ
MORE

This guide comes from the Full Report: Understanding The Problem Of
Explanation When Using AI In Intelligence Analysis.
You can find this and other outputs from the project ‘Human Engagement
Through Artificial / Augmented Intelligence’ at:
https://crestresearch.ac.uk/projects/human-engagement-through-ai/
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